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Abstract
Every self-similar group acts on the space X ω of infinite words over some alphabet X. We study the Schreier graphs Γw for w ∈ X ω of the action of self-similar
groups generated by bounded automata on the space X ω . Using sofic subshifts we
determine the number of ends for every Schreier graph Γw . Almost all Schreier graphs
Γw with respect to the uniform measure on X ω have one or two ends, and we characterize bounded automata whose Schreier graphs have two ends almost surely. The
connection with (local) cut-points of limit spaces of self-similar groups is established.
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Introduction

One of the fundamental properties of fractal objects is self-similarity, which means that
pieces of an object are similar to the whole object. In the last twenty years the notion of selfsimilarity has successfully penetrated into algebra. This lead to the development of many
interesting constructions such as self-similar groups and semigroups, iterated monodromy
groups, self-iterating Lie algebras, permutational bimodules, etc. The first examples of
self-similar groups showed that these groups enjoy many fascinating properties (torsion,
intermediate growth, finite width, just-infiniteness and many others) and provide counterexamples to several open problems in group theory. Later, Nekrashevych showed that
self-similar groups appear naturally in dynamical systems as iterated monodromy groups
of self-coverings and provide combinatorial models for iterations of self-coverings.
Self-similar groups are defined by their action on the space X ∗ of all finite words over
a finite alphabet X — one the most basic self-similar object. A faithful action of a group
G on X ∗ is called self-similar if for every x ∈ X and g ∈ G there exist y ∈ X and h ∈ G
such that g(xv) = yh(v) for all words v ∈ X ∗ . The self-similarity of the action is reflected
in the property that the action of any group element on a piece xX ∗ (all words with the
2

first letter x) of the space X ∗ can be identified with the action of another group element
on the whole space X ∗ . We can also imagine the set X ∗ as the vertex set of a regular
rooted tree with edges (v, vx) for x ∈ X and v ∈ X ∗ . Then every self-similar group acts
by automorphisms on this tree. Alternatively, self-similar groups can be defined as groups
generated by the states of invertible Mealy automata which are also known as automaton
groups or groups generated by automata. All these interpretations come from different
applications of self-similar groups in diverse areas of mathematics: geometric group theory,
holomorphic dynamics, fractal geometry, automata theory, etc. (see [25, 3, 16] and the
references therein).
In this paper we consider Schreier graphs of self-similar actions of groups. Given a group
G generated by a finite set S and acting on a set M, one can associate to it the (simplicial)
Schreier graph Γ(G, M, S): the vertex set of the graph is the set M, and two vertices x and
y are adjacent if and only if there exists s ∈ S ∪ S −1 such that s(x) = y. Schreier graphs
are generalizations of the Cayley graph of a group, which corresponds to the action of a
group on itself by the multiplication from the left.
Every self-similar group G preserves the length of words in its action on the space X ∗ .
We then have a family of natural actions of G on the sets X n of words of length n over
X. From these actions one gets a family of corresponding finite Schreier graphs {Γn }n≥1 .
It was noticed in [2] that for a few self-similar groups the graphs {Γn }n≥1 are substitution
graphs (see [24]) — they can be constructed by a finite collection of vertex replacement
rules — and, normalized to have diameter one, they converge in the Gromov-Hausdorff
metric to certain fractal spaces. However, in general, the Schreier graphs of self-similar
groups are neither substitutional nor self-similar in any studied way (see discussion in [6,
Section I.4]). Nevertheless, the observation from [2] lead to the notion of the limit space of
a self-similar group introduced by Nekrashevych [25], which usually have fractal structure.
Although finite Schreier graphs {Γn }n≥1 of a group do not necessary converge to the limit
space, they form a sequence of combinatorial approximations to it.
Any self-similar action can be extended to the set X ω of right-infinite words over X
(boundary of the tree X ∗ ). Therefore we can also consider the uncountable family of
Schreier graphs {Γw }w∈X ω corresponding to the action of the group on the orbit of w.
Each Schreier graph Γw can be obtained as a limit of the sequence {Γn }n≥1 in the space
G ∗ of (isomorphism classes of) pointed graphs with pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
The map θ : X ω → G ∗ sending a point w to the isomorphism class of the pointed graph
(Γw , w) pushes forward the uniform probability measure on the space X ω to a probability
measure on the space of Schreier graphs. This measure is the so-called Benjamini-Schramm
limit of the sequence of finite graphs {Γn }n≥1 . Therefore the family of Schreier graphs Γw
and the limit space represent two limiting constructions associated to the action and to
the sequence of finite Schreier graphs {Γn }n≥1 . Structure of these Schreier graphs as well
as some of their properties such as spectra, expansion, growth, random weak limits, probabilistic models on them, have been studied in various works over the last ten years, see
[2, 19, 18, 6, 11, 12, 13, 7, 23, 8].
Most of the studied self-similar groups are generated by the so-called bounded automata
introduced by Sidki in [29]. The structure of bounded automata is clearly understood,
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which allows one to deal fairly easily with groups generated by such automata. The main
property of bounded automaton groups is that their action is concentrated along a finite
number of “directions” in the tree X ∗ . Every group generated by a bounded automaton
belongs to an important class of contracting self-similar groups, which appear naturally
in the study of expanding (partial) self-coverings of topological spaces and orbispaces, as
their iterated monodromy groups [25, 27]. Moreover, all iterated monodromy groups of
post-criticaly finite polynomials are generated by bounded automata. The limit space of
an iterated monodromy group of an expanding (partial) self-covering f is homeomorphic
to the Julia set of the map f . In the language of limit spaces, groups generated by bounded
automata are precisely those finitely generated self-similar groups whose limit spaces are
post-critically finite self-similar sets (see [5]). Such sets play an important role in the
development of analysis on fractals (see [22]).
The main goal of this paper is to investigate the ends of the Schreier graphs {Γw }w∈X ω
of self-similar groups generated by bounded automata and the corresponding limit spaces.
The number of ends is an important asymptotic invariant of an infinite graph. Roughly
speaking, each end represents a topologically distinct way to move to infinity inside the
graph. The most convenient way to define an end in an infinite graph Γ is by the equivalence
relation on infinite rays in Γ, where two rays are declared equivalent if their tails lie in the
same connected component of Γ \ F for any finite subgraph F of Γ. Any equivalence
class is an end of the graph Γ. The number of ends is a quasi-isometric invariant. The
Cayley graph of an infinite finitely generated group can have one, two or infinitely many
ends. Two-ended groups are virtually infinite cyclic and the celebrated theorem of Stallings
characterizes finitely generated groups with infinite number of ends.

Plan of the paper and main results
Our main results can be summarized as follows.
• Given a group generated by a bounded automaton we exhibit a constructive method
that determines, for a given right-infinite word w, the number of ends of the Schreier
graph Γw (Section 3).
• We show that the Schreier graphs Γw of a group generated by a bounded automaton
have either one or two ends almost surely, and there are only finitely many Schreier
graphs with more than two ends (Section 3.7, Proposition 13, Theorem 17).
• We classify bounded automata generating groups whose Schreier graphs Γw have
almost surely two ends (Theorem 17). In the binary case, these groups agree with
the class of groups defined by Šunić in [28] (Theorem 18).
• We exhibit a constructive method that describes cut-points of limit spaces of groups
generated by bounded automata (Section 4.2.2).
• In particular, we get a constructive method that describes cut-points of Julia sets of
post-critically finite polynomials (Section 4.2.2).
4

• We show that a punctured limit space has one or two connected components almost
surely (Theorem 22).
• We classify contracting self-similar groups whose limit space is homeomorphic to an
interval or a circle (Corollary 23).
The paper is organized as follows. First, we determine the number of connected components in the Schreier graph Γn \ v with removed vertex v. The answer comes from a finite
deterministic acceptor automaton over the alphabet X (Section 3.3) so that given a word
v = x1 x2 . . . xn the automaton returns the number of components in Γn \ v (Theorem 5).
Using this automaton we determine the number of finite and infinite connected components
in Γw \ w for any w ∈ X ω . By establishing the connection between the number of ends of
the Schreier graph Γw and the number of infinite components in Γw \ w (Proposition 3),
we determine the number of ends of Γw (Theorem 8).
If a self-similar group acts transitively on X n for all n ∈ N, the action on X ω is ergodic
with respect to the uniform measure on X ω , and therefore the Schreier graphs Γw for
w ∈ X ω have the same number of ends almost surely. For a group generated by a bounded
automaton the “typical” number of ends is one or two, and we show that in most cases
it is one, by characterizing completely the bounded automata generating groups whose
Schreier graphs Γw have almost surely two ends (Theorem 17). In the binary case we show
that automata giving rise to groups whose Schreier graphs have almost surely two ends
correspond to the adding machine or to one of the automata defined by Šunić in [28]
(Theorem 18).
In Section 4 we recall the notion of the limit space of a contracting self-similar group, and
study the number of connected components in a punctured limit space for groups generated
by bounded automata. We show that the number of ends in a typical Schreier graph Γw
coincides with the number of connected components in a typical punctured neighborhood
(punctured tile) of the limit space (Theorem 22). In particular, this number is equal to
one or two. This fact is well-known for connected Julia sets of polynomials. While Zdunik
[31] and Smirnov [30] proved that almost every point of a connected polynomial Julia set
is a bisection point only when the polynomial is conjugate to a Chebyshev polynomial, we
describe bounded automata whose limit spaces have this property. Moreover, we provide a
constructive method to compute the number of connected components in a punctured limit
space (Section 4.2). Finally, using the results about ends of Schreier graphs, we classify
contracting self-similar groups whose limit space is homeomorphic to an interval or a circle
(Corollary 23). This result agrees with the description of automaton groups whose limit
dynamical system is conjugate to the tent map given by Nekrashevych and Šunić in [27].
In Section 2 we recall all needed definitions concerning self-similar groups, automata
and their Schreier graphs. In Section 5 we illustrate our results by performing explicit computations for three concrete examples: the Basilica group, the Gupta-Fabrykowski group,
and the iterated monodromy group of z 2 + i.
Acknowledgments. The substantial part of this work was done while the first author was
visiting the Geneva University, whose support and hospitality are gratefully acknowledged.
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2

Preliminaries

In this section we review the basic definitions and facts concerning self-similar groups,
bounded automata and their Schreier graphs. For more detailed information and for further
references, see [25].

2.1

Self-similar groups and automata

Let X be a finite set with at least two elements. Denote by X ∗ = {x1 x2 . . . xn |xi ∈ X, n ≥ 0}
the set of all finite words over X (including the empty word denoted ∅) and with X n the
set of words of length n. The length of a word v = x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ X n is denoted by |v| = n.
We shall also consider the sets X ω and X −ω of all right-infinite sequences x1 x2 . . .,
xi ∈ X, and left-infinite sequences . . . x2 x1 , xi ∈ X, respectively with the product topology
of discrete sets X. For an infinite sequence w = x1 x2 . . . (or w = . . . x2 x1 ) we use notation
wn = x1 x2 . . . xn (respectively, wn = xn . . . x2 x1 ). For a word v we use notations v ω = vv . . .
and v −ω = . . . vv. The uniform Bernoulli measure on each space X ω and X −ω is the
product measure of uniform distributions on X. The shift σ on the space X ω (respectively,
on X −ω ) is the map which deletes the first (respectively, the last) letter of a right-infinite
(respectively, left-infinite) sequence.
2.1.1

Self-similar groups

Definition 1. A faithful action of a group G on the set X ∗ ∪ X ω is called self-similar if
for every g ∈ G and x ∈ X there exist h ∈ G and y ∈ X such that
g(xw) = yh(w)
for all w ∈ X ∗ ∪ X ω . The element h is called the restriction of g at x and is denoted by
h = g|x .
Inductively one defines the restriction g|x1x2 ...xn = g|x1 |x2 . . . |xn for every word
x1 x2 . . . xn ∈ X ∗ . Restrictions have the following properties
g(vu) = g(v)g|v (u),

g|vu = g|v |u ,

(g · h)|v = g|h(v) · h|v

for all g, h ∈ G and v, u ∈ X ∗ (we are using left actions so that (gh)(v) = g(h(v))). If
X = {1, 2, . . . , d} then every element g ∈ G can be uniquely represented by the tuple
(g|1, g|2, . . . , g|d)πg , where πg is the permutation induced by g on the set X.
It follows from the definition that every self-similar group G preserves the length of
words under its action on the space X ∗ , so that we have an action of the group G on the
set X n for every n.
The set X ∗ can be naturally identified with a rooted regular tree where the root is
labeled by the empty word ∅, the first level is labeled by the elements in X and the n-th
level corresponds to X n . The set X ω can be identified with the boundary of the tree. Every
self-similar group acts by automorphisms on this rooted tree and by homeomorphisms on
its boundary.
6

2.1.2

Automata and automaton groups

Another way to introduce self-similar groups is through input-output automata and automaton groups. A transducer automaton is a quadruple (S, X, t, o), where S is the set
of states of automaton; X is an alphabet; t : S × X → S is the transition map; and
o : S × X → X is the output map. We will use notation S for both the set of states and the
automaton itself. An automaton is finite if it has finitely many states and it is invertible
if, for all s ∈ S, the transformation o(s, ·) : X → X is a permutation of X. An automaton
can be represented by a directed labeled graph whose vertices are identified with the states
and for every state s ∈ S and every letter x ∈ X it has an arrow from s to t(s, x) labeled
by x|o(s, x). This graph contains complete information about the automaton and we will
identify them. When talking about paths and cycles in automata we always mean directed
paths and cycles in corresponding graph representations.
Every state s ∈ S of an automaton defines a transformation on the set X ∗ ∪ X ω , which
is again denoted by s by abuse of notation, as follows. Given a word x1 x2 . . . over X, there
exists a unique path in S starting at the state s and labeled by x1 |y1, x2 |y2 , . . . for some
yi ∈ X. Then s(x1 x2 . . .) = y1 y2 . . .. We always assume that our automata are minimal,
i.e., different states define different transformations. The state of automata that defines
the identity transformation is denoted by 1.
An automaton S is invertible when all transformations defined by its states are invertible. In this case one can consider the group generated by these transformations under
composition of functions, which is called the automaton group generated by S and is denoted by G(S). The natural action of every automaton group on the space X ω is self-similar,
and vise versa, every self-similar action of a group G can be given by the automaton with
the set of states G and arrows g → g|x labeled by x|g(x) for all g ∈ G and x ∈ X.
2.1.3

Contracting self-similar groups

A self-similar group G is called contracting if there exists a finite set N ⊂ G with the
property that for every g ∈ G there exists n ∈ N such that g|v ∈ N for all words v of
length greater or equal to n. The smallest set N with this property is called the nucleus
of the group. It is clear from definition that h|x ∈ N for every h ∈ N and x ∈ X, and
therefore the nucleus N can be considered as an automaton. Moreover, every state of N
has an incoming arrow, because otherwise minimality of the nucleus would be violated.
Also, the nucleus is symmetric, i.e., h−1 ∈ N for every h ∈ N .
A self-similar group G is called self-replicating (or recurrent) if it acts transitively on
X, and the map g 7→ g|x from the stabilizer StabG (x) to the group G is surjective for some
(every) letter x ∈ X. It can be shown that a self-replicating group acts transitively on X n
for every n ≥ 1. It is also easy to see ([25, Proposition 2.11.3]) that if a finitely generated
contracting group is self-replicating then its nucleus N is a generating set.

7

2.2

Schreier graphs vs tile graphs of self-similar groups

Let G be a group generated by a finite set S and let H be a subgroup of G. The (simplicial)
Schreier coset graph Γ(G, S, H) of the group G is the graph whose vertices are the left cosets
G/H = {gH : g ∈ G}, and two vertices g1 H and g2 H are adjacent if there exists s ∈ S
such that g2 H = sg1 H or g1 H = sg2 H.
Definition 2. Let G be a group acting on a set M, then the corresponding (simplicial)
Schreier graph Γ(G, S, M) is the graph with the set of vertices M, and two vertices v and
u are adjacent if there exists s ∈ S such that s(v) = u or s(u) = v.
If the action (G, M) is transitive, then the Schreier coset graph Γ(G, S, M) is isomorphic to the Schreier graph Γ(G, S, StabG (m)) of the group with respect to the stabilizer
StabG (m) for any m ∈ M.
Let G be a self-similar group generated by a finite set S. The sets X n are invariant
under the action of G, and we denote the associated Schreier graphs by Γn = Γn (G, S).
For a point w ∈ X ω we consider the action of the group G on the G-orbit of w, and the
associated Schreier graph is called the
T orbital Schreier graph denoted Γw = Γw (G, S). For
ω
every w ∈ X we have StabG (w) = n≥1 StabG (wn ), where wn denotes the prefix of length
n of the infinite word w. The connected component of the rooted graph (Γn , wn ) around
the root wn is exactly the Schreier graph of G with respect to the stabilizer of wn . It
follows immediately that the graphs (Γn , wn ) converge to the graph (Γw , w) in the pointed
Gromov-Hausdorff topology [21].
Besides the Schreier graphs, we will also work with their subgraphs called tile graphs.
Definition 3. The tile graph Tn = Tn (G, S) is the graph with the set of vertices X n , where
two vertices v and u are adjacent if there exists s ∈ S such that s(v) = u and s|v = 1.
The tile graph Tn is thus a subgraph of the Schreier graph Γn . To define a tile graph for
the action on the space X ω , consider the same set of vertices as in Γw and connect vertices
v and u by an edge if there exists s ∈ S such that s(v) = u and s|v′ = 1 for some finite
beginning v ′ ∈ X ∗ of the sequence v. The connected component of this graph containing
the vertex w is called the orbital tile graph Tw . It is clear from the construction that we
also have the convergence (Tn , wn ) → (Tw , w) in the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff topology.
The study of orbital tile graphs Tw is based on the approximation by finite tile graphs
Tn . Namely, we will frequently use the following observation. Every tile graph Tn can be
considered as a subgraph of Tw under the inclusion v 7→ vσ n (w). Indeed, if v and u are
adjacent in Tn then vσ n (w) and uσ n (w) are adjacent in Tw . Moreover, every edge of Tw
appears in the graph Tn for all large enough n. Hence the graphs Tn viewed as subgraphs
of Tw form a cover of Tw .
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2.3
2.3.1

Schreier graphs of groups generated by bounded automata
Bounded automata

Definition 4. (Sidki [29]) A finite invertible automaton S is called bounded if one of the
following equivalent conditions holds:
1) the number of paths of length n in S \ {1} is bounded independently on n;
2) the number of left- (equivalently, right-) infinite paths in S \ {1} is finite;
3) any two nontrivial cycles in the automaton are disjoint and not connected by a path,
where a cycle is called trivial if it is a loop at the trivial state;
4) the number of left- (equivalently, right-) infinite sequences, which are read along left(respectively, right-) infinite paths in S \ {1}, is finite.
The states of a bounded automaton S can be classified as follows:
– a state s is finitary if there exists n ∈ N such that s|v = 1 for all v ∈ X n ;
– a state s is circuit if there exists a nonempty word v ∈ X n such that s|v = s,
i.e., s belongs to a cycle in S; in this case s|u is finitary for every u ∈ X n , u 6= v;
– for every state s there exists n ∈ N such that for every v ∈ X n the state s|v is
either finitary or circuit.
By passing to a power X m of the alphabet X every bounded automaton can be brought to
the basic form (see [25, Proposition 3.9.11]) in which the above items hold with n = 1; in
particular, all cycles are loops, and s|x = 1 for every finitary state s and every x ∈ X (here
for m we can take an integer number which is greater than the diameter of the automaton
and is a multiple of the length of every simple cycle).
Every self-similar group G generated by a bounded automaton is contracting (see [25,
Theorem 3.9.12]). Its nucleus is a bounded automaton, which contains only finitary and
circuit states (because every state of a nucleus should have an incoming arrow).
2.3.2

Cofinality & post-critical, critical and regular sequences

In this section we introduce the notion of critical and post-critical sequences that is fundamental for our analysis.
Let G be a contracting self-similar group generated by an automaton S and we assume
S = S −1 . Let us describe the vertex sets of the orbital tile graphs Tw = Tw (G, S). Two
right- (or left-) infinite sequences are called cofinal if they differ only in finitely many letters.
Cofinality is an equivalence relation on X ω and X −ω . The respective equivalence classes
are called the cofinality classes and they are denoted by Cof (·). The following statement
characterizes vertices of tile graphs in terms of the cofinal sequences.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the tile graphs Tn (G, S) are connected for all n ∈ N. Then for
every w ∈ X ω the cofinality class Cof (w) is the set of vertices of the orbital tile graph
Tw (G, S).
9

Proof. If g(v) = u for v, u ∈ X ω and g|v′ = 1 for a finite beginning v ′ of v then v and u
are cofinal. Conversely, since every graph Tn is connected, for every v, u ∈ X n there exists
g ∈ G such that g(v) = u and g|v = 1. Hence g(vw) = uw for all w ∈ X ω and every two
cofinal sequences belong to the same orbital tile graph.
We classify infinite sequences over X as follows. A left-infinite sequence . . . x2 x1 ∈ X −ω
is called post-critical if there exists a left-infinite path . . . e2 e1 in the automaton S \ {1}
labeled by . . . x2 x1 | . . . y2 y1 for some yi ∈ X. The set P of all post-critical sequences is
called post-critical. A right-infinite sequence w = x1 x2 . . . ∈ X ω is called critical if there
exists a right-infinite path e1 e2 . . . in the automaton S \ {1} labeled by x1 x2 . . . |y1y2 . . . for
some yi ∈ X. It follows that every shift σ n (w) of a critical sequence w is again critical, and
for every n ∈ N there exists v ∈ X n such that vw is critical (here we use the assumption
that every path in S can be continued to the left). It is proved in [6, Proposition IV.18]
(see also [25, Proposition 3.2.7]) that the set of post-critical sequences coincides with the
set of sequences that can be read along left-infinite paths in the nucleus of the group with
removed trivial state. The same proof works for critical sequences. Therefore the sets of
critical and post-critical sequences do not depend on the chosen generating set (as soon as
it satisfies assumption that every state of the automaton S has an incoming arrow, and
S −1 = S). Finally, a sequence w ∈ X ω is called regular if the cofinality class of w does not
contain critical sequences, or, equivalently, if the shifted sequence σ n (w) is not critical for
every n ≥ 0. Notice that the cofinality class of a critical sequence contains sequences which
are neither regular nor critical.
Proposition 1. Suppose that the automaton S is bounded. Then the sets of critical and
post-critical sequences are finite. Every post-critical sequence is pre-periodic. Every cofinality class contains not more than one critical sequence. The cofinality class of a regular
sequence contains only regular sequences. If w is regular, then there exists a finite beginning
v of w such that s|v = 1 for every s ∈ S.
Proof. The number of right- and left-infinite paths avoiding the trivial state is finite in every
bounded automaton. Thus the number of critical and post-critical sequences is finite.
The pre-periodicity of post-critical sequences and the periodicity of critical sequences
follow from the cyclic structure of bounded automata. The statement about the cofinality
class of a critical sequence follows immediately, because different periodic sequences can
not differ only in finitely many letters.
Finally, if w = x1 x2 . . . ∈ X ω is regular, then starting from any state s ∈ S and following
the edges labeled by x1 |∗, x2 |∗, . . . we will end at the trivial state. Hence there exists n such
that s|x1 x2 ...xn = 1 for all s ∈ S.
Note that if the automaton S is in the basic form, then every post-critical sequence is
of the form y −ω or y −ω x for some letters x, y ∈ X, and every critical sequence is of the
form xω for some x ∈ X.
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2.3.3

Inflation of graphs

Let G be a group generated by a bounded automaton S. We assume S = S −1 and every
state of S has an incoming arrow. In what follows we describe an inductive method (called
inflation of graphs) to construct the tile graphs Tn = Tn (G, S) developed in [6, Chapter V].
Let p = . . . x2 x1 ∈ P be a post-critical sequence. The vertex pn = xn . . . x2 x1 of the
graphs Γn and Tn will be called post-critical. Since the post-critical set P is finite, for all
large enough n, the post-critical vertices of Γn and Tn are in one-to-one correspondence
with the elements of P (just take n large enough so that pn 6= qn whenever p 6= q). Hence,
with a slight abuse of notations, we will consider the elements of the set P as the vertices
of the graphs Γn and Tn .
Let E be the set of all pairs {(p, x), (q, y)} for p, q ∈ P and x, y ∈ X such that there
exists a left-infinite path in the automaton S, which ends in the trivial state and is labeled
by the pair px|qy.
Theorem 2. [6, Theorem V.8] To construct the tile graph Tn+1 take |X| copies of the tile
graph Tn , identify their sets of vertices with X n x for x ∈ X, and connect two vertices vx
and uy by an edge if and only if v, u ∈ P and {(v, x), (u, y)} ∈ E.
The procedure of inflation of graphs given in Theorem 2 can be described using the
graph M with the vertex set P × X and the edge set E, which we call the model graph
associated to the automaton S. The vertex (p, x) of M is called post-critical, if the sequence
px is post-critical. Note that the post-critical vertices of M are in one-to-one correspondence
with elements of the post-critical set P. Now if we “place” the graph Tn in the model graph
instead of the vertices P × x for each x ∈ X such that the post-critical vertices of Tn fit
with the set P × x, we get the graph Tn+1 . Moreover, the post-critical vertices of M will
correspond to the post-critical vertices of Tn+1 .
In order to construct the Schreier graph Γn we can take the tile graph Tn and add an
edge between post-critical vertices p and q if s(p) = q for some s ∈ S. Indeed, if s(v) = u
and s|v 6= 1 (the edge that does not appear in Tn ) then v and u are post-critical vertices,
and they should be adjacent in Γn . Notice that there are only finitely many added edges
(independently on n) and they can be described directly through the generating set S.
Namely, define the set E(Γ \ T ) as the set of all pairs {p, q} for p, q ∈ P such that there
exists a left-infinite path in S labeled by the pair p|q or q|p. Then if we take the tile graph
Tn and add an edge between pn and qn for every {p, q} ∈ E(Γ \ T ), we get the Schreier
graph Γn .

3

Ends of tile graphs and Schreier graphs

In this section we present the main results about the number of ends of Schreier graphs Γw of
groups generated by bounded automata. Our method passes through the study of the same
problem for the tile graphs Tw . First, we show that the number of ends of graphs Tw can be
deduced from the number of connected components in tile graphs with a vertex removed
11

(see Proposition 3). We use the inflation procedure to construct a finite deterministic
automaton Aic , which given a sequence w ∈ X ω determines the number of infinite connected
components in the graph Tw with the vertex w removed (see Proposition 7). Then we
describe all sequences w ∈ X ω such that Tw has a given number of ends in terms of sofic
subshifts associated to strongly connected components of the automaton Aic . Further we
deduce the number of ends of Schreier graph Γw (see Corollary 10). After this, we pass to
the study of the number of ends for a random Schreier graph Γw . We show that picking
randomly an element w in X ω , the graph Γw has one or two ends (see Corollary 15). The
latter case is completely described (see Theorem 17).

3.1

Technical assumptions

In what follows, except for a few special cases directly indicated, we make the following
assumptions about the studied self-similar groups G and their generating sets S:
1. The group G is generated by a bounded automaton S.
2. The tile graphs Tn = Tn (G, S) are connected.
3. Every state of the automaton S has an incoming arrow, and S −1 = S.
Instead of the assumption 2 it is enough to require that the group acts transitively
on X n for every n ≥ 1, i.e., the Schreier graphs Γn (G, S) are connected. Then, even if
the tile graphs Tn (G, S) are not connected, there is a uniform bound on the number of
connected components in Tn (G, S) (see how the Schreier graphs are constructed from
the tile graphs after Theorem 2), and one can apply the developed methods to each
component. The assumption 3 is technical, it guaranties that every directed path in the
automaton S can be continued to the left. If the generating set S contains a state s′ ,
which does not contain incoming edges, then s|x ∈ S \ {s′ } for every s ∈ S and x ∈ X, and
hence the state s′ does not interplay on the asymptotic properties of the tile or Schreier
graphs. Moreover, if the group is self-replicating, then the property 3 is always satisfied,
when we take its nucleus N as the generating set S.

3.2

The number of ends and infinite components in tile graphs
with a vertex removed

For a graph Γ and its vertex v we denote by Γ \ v the graph obtained from Γ by removing
the vertex v together with all edges adjacent to v.
Let Γ be an infinite, locally finite graph. A ray in Γ is an infinite sequence of adjacent
vertices v1 , v2 , . . . in Γ such that vi 6= vj for i 6= j. Two rays r and r ′ are equivalent if for
every finite subset F ⊂ Γ infinitely many vertices of r and r ′ belong to the same connected
component of Γ \ F . An end of Γ is an equivalence class of rays.
In what follows we use the notation:
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• #Ends(Γ) is the number of ends of Γ;
• c(Γ) is the number of connected components in the graph Γ;
• ic(Γ) is the number of infinite connected components in Γ.
We will show later that the number ic(Γ) can be computed for Γ = Tw \w. The following
proposition relates this value to the number of ends of Tw .
Proposition 3. Every tile graph Tw for w ∈ X ω has finitely many ends, which is equal to
#Ends(Tw ) = lim ic(Tσn (w) \ σ n (w)),
n→∞

ω

where σ is the shift map on the space X .
Proof. Let us show that the number of infinite connected components of the graphs Tσn (w) \
σ n (w) and Tw \ X n σ n (w) is the same for every n. Consider the natural partition of the set
of vertices of Tw given by
G
X nw′.
Cof (w) =
w ′ ∈Cof (σn (w))

Using the graph Tw we construct a new graph G with the set of vertices Cof (σ n (w)),
where two vertices v and u are adjacent if there exist v ′ , u′ ∈ X n such that v ′ v and u′u
are adjacent in Tw . The graph G is isomorphic to the tile graph Tσn (w) under the identity
map on Cof (σ n (w)). Indeed, let v and u be adjacent in G. Then there exist v ′ , u′ ∈ X n
and s ∈ S such that s(v ′ v) = u′ u and s|v′ v′′ = 1 for a finite beginning v ′′ of v. It follows
that s|v′ (v) = u, s|v′ |v′′ = 1, and s|v′ ∈ S, because of self-similarity. Therefore v and u
are adjacent in Tσn (w) . Conversely, suppose s(v) = u and s|v′′ = 1 for some s ∈ S and a
finite beginning v ′′ of v. Since each element of S has an incoming edge, there exist s′ ∈ S
and v ′ , u′ ∈ X n such that s′ (v ′ v) = u′ u and s′ |v′ v′′ = 1. Hence v and u are adjacent in the
graph G.
The subgraph of Tw spanned by every set of vertices X n w ′ for w ′ ∈ Cof (σ n (w)) is
connected, because, by assumption, the tile graphs Tn are connected. Hence, the number of
infinite connected components in Tw \X n σ n (w) is equal to the number of infinite connected
components in Tσn (w) \ σ n (w). In particular, this number is bounded by the size of the
generating set S.
Every infinite component of Tw \X n σ n (w) contains at least one end. Hence the estimate
#Ends(Tw ) ≥ ic(Tw \ X n σ n (w)) = ic(Tσn (w) \ σ n (w))
holds for all n. In particular
#Ends(Tw ) ≥ lim ic(Tσn (w) \ σ n (w))
n→∞

For the converse consider the ends γ1 , . . . , γk of the graph Tw . They can be made
disconnected by removing finitely many vertices. Take n large enough so that the set
X n σ n (w) disconnects the ends γi . Since every end belongs to an infinite component, we
get at least k infinite components of Tσn (w) \ σ n (w). In particular, the number of ends is
finite and the statement follows.
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In particular, the number of ends of every tile graph Tw is not greater than the maximal
degree of vertices, i.e., #Ends(Tw ) ≤ |S|. Now let us show how to compute the number
ic(Tw \ w) in terms of the components that contain post-critical vertices. In other terms,
only components of Tn \ wn with post-critical vertices give a positive contribution, in the
limit, to the number of infinite components. In order to do that, we denote by pc(Tn \ wn )
the number of connected components of Tn \ wn that contain a post-critical vertex.
Proposition 4. Let w = x1 x2 . . . ∈ X ω be a regular or a critical sequence, then pc(Tn \ wn )
is an eventually non-increasing sequence and
ic(Tw \ w) = lim pc(Tn \ wn ).
n→∞

Proof. Choose n large enough so that the subgraph Tn of Tw contains all edges of Tw
adjacent to the vertex w. Notice that if a vertex v of Tn is adjacent to some vertex s(v)
in Tw \ Tn , then s|v 6= 1 and thus v is post-critical. It follows that if C is a connected
component of Tn \ wn without post-critical vertices, then all the edges of the graph Tw \ w
adjacent to the component C are contained in the graph Tn \ wn . Hence C is a finite
component of Tw \ w. Therefore the number of infinite components of Tw \ w is not greater
than the number of components of Tn \ wn that contain a post-critical vertex. It follows
ic(Tw \ w) ≤ pc(Tn+k \ wn+k ) ≤ pc(Tn \ wn ) for all k ≥ 1. In fact, if v, v ′ are postcritical and belong to the same connected component of Tn \ wn , then there exists a path
{s1 , . . . , sm } connecting them such that si |s1 ···si−1 (vn ) = 1, in particular the same holds for
si |s1 ···si−1 (vn+k ) = 1, k ≥ 1. This implies the monotonicity of pc(Tn+k \ wn+k ) for k ≥ 1.
Suppose now that w is regular. Let C be a finite component of Tw \ w. Since C is
finite, every edge inside C appears in the graph Tn for all large enough n, and thus C
is a connected component of Tn \ wn . Since C contains only regular sequences, the last
statement in Proposition 1 implies that for all s ∈ S and every vertex v in C we have
s|vn = 1 for all large enough n. In other words, the vertex vn of Tn is not post-critical for
every vertex v in C. Therefore the component C is not counted in the number pc(Tn \ wn ).
Hence ic(Tw \ w) = pc(Tn \ wn ) for all large enough n.
The same arguments work if w is critical, because every cofinality class contains not
more than one critical sequence, and hence the graph Tw \ w has no critical sequences.
Remark 1. With a slight modification the last proposition also works for a sequence w,
which is not critical but is cofinal to some critical sequence u. In this case, we can count the
number of connected components of Tn \ wn that contain post-critical vertices other than
un , and then pass to the limit to get the number of infinite components in Tw \ w. Indeed,
it is enough to notice that if the graph Tn \ wn contains a connected component C with
precisely one post-critical vertex un for large enough n, then C is a finite component in the
graph Tw \ w. Under this modification the proposition may be applied to any sequence.
Also to find the number of ends it is enough to know that the limit in Proposition 4 is
valid for regular and critical sequences. For any sequence w cofinal to a critical sequence u
we just consider the graph Tw = Tu centered at the vertex u and apply the proposition.
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Remark 2. It is not difficult to observe that one can use the same method to obtain the
number c(Tw \ w) of all connected components of Tw \ w. In particular, one has
c(Tw \ w) = lim c(Tn \ wn ).
n→∞

3.3

Finite automaton to determine the number of components
in tile graphs with a vertex removed

Using the iterative construction of tile graphs given in Theorem 2 we can provide a recursive
procedure to compute the numbers pc(Tn \ wn ). We will construct a finite deterministic
(acceptor) automaton Aic with the following structure: it has a unique initial state, each
arrow in Aic is labeled by a letter x ∈ X, each state of Aic is labeled by a partition of
a subset of the post-critical set P. The automaton Aic will have the property that, given
a word v ∈ X n , the final state of Aic after reading v corresponds to the partition of the
post-critical vertices of the graph Tn induced by the connected components of Tn \ v. Then
pc(Tn \ v) is just the number of parts in this partition.
We start with the following crucial consideration for the construction of the automaton
Aic . Let v be a vertex of the tile graph Tn . The components of Tn \ v partition the set of
post-critical vertices of Tn . Let us consider only those components that contain at least one
post-critical vertex. Let Pi ⊂ P be the set of all post-critical sequences, which represent
post-critical vertices in i-th component. If the vertex v is not post-critical, then ⊔i Pi = P.
Otherwise, ⊔i Pi is a proper subset of P; every sequence p in P \ ⊔i Pi represents v, i.e.,
v = pn (for all large enough n the set P \ ⊔i Pi consists of just one post-critical sequence,
while for small values of n the same vertex may be represented by several post-critical
sequences). In any case, we say that {Pi }i is the partition (of a subset of P) induced by
the vertex v. If Tn \ v does not contain post-critical vertices (this happens when v = pn for
every p ∈ P), then we say that v induce the empty partition {∅}.
The set of all partitions induced by the vertices of tile graphs is denoted by Π. The
set Π can be computed algorithmically. To see this, let us show how, given the partition
P = {Pi }i induced by a vertex v and a letter x ∈ X, one can find the partition F = {Fj }j
induced by the vertex vx. We will use the model graph M associated to the automaton
S in Section 2.3.3, which has the vertex set P × X and edges E. Recall that the set P is
identified with the set of post-critical vertices of M. Let us construct the auxiliary graph
MP,x as follows: take the model graph M, add an edge between (p, x) and (q, x) for p, q ∈ Pi
and every i, and add an edge between (p, y) and (q, y) for every p, q ∈ P and y ∈ X, y 6= x.
Put K = {(p, x) : p ∈ P \ ⊔i Pi }. If the graph MP,x \ K contains no post-critical vertices,
then we define {Fj }j as the empty partition {∅}. Otherwise, we consider the components of
MP,x \ K with at least one post-critical vertex, and let Fj ⊂ P be the set of all post-critical
vertices/sequences in j-th component.
Lemma 2. {Fj }j is exactly the partition induced by the vertex vx.
Proof. Let us consider the map ϕ : MP,x → Tn+1 given by ϕ((p, y)) = pn y, p ∈ P and
y ∈ X. This map is neither surjective, nor injective in general, nor a graph homomorphism.
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However, it preserves the inflation construction of the graph Tn+1 from the graph Tn .
Namely, ϕ maps each subset P × {y} into the subset X n y, and the edges in E onto the
edges of Tn+1 obtained under construction (see Theorem 2). Also, by definition of postcritical vertices, the map ϕ sends the post-critical vertices of MP,x onto the post-critical
vertices of Tn+1 .
Note that the set K is exactly the preimage of the vertex vx under ϕ. Therefore we
can consider the restriction ϕ : MP,x \ K → Tn+1 \ vx.
For every y ∈ X, y 6= x all vertices in P×{y} belong to the same component of MP,x \K,
and ϕ maps these vertices to the same component of Tn+1 \ vx, because the subgraph of
Tn+1 induced by the set of vertices X n y contains the graph Tn , which is connected. For
each i the vertices in Pi × {x} are mapped to the same component of the graph Tn+1 \ vx,
because its subgraph induced by the vertices X n x \ vx contains the graph Tn \ v and Pi
is its connected component. It follows that, if two post-critical vertices p and q can be
connected by a path p = v0 , v1 , . . . , vm = q in MP,x \ K, then for every i the vertices ϕ(vi )
and ϕ(vi+1 ) belong to the same component of Tn+1 \ vx, and therefore the post-critical
vertices ϕ(p) and ϕ(q) lie in the same component. Conversely, suppose ϕ(p) and ϕ(q) can
be connected by a path γ in Tn+1 \ vx. We can subdivide γ as γ1 e1 γ2 e2 . . . em γm+1 , where
ei ∈ ϕ(E) and each subpath γi is a path in a copy of Tn inside Tn+1 . The preimages of the
end points of each ei belong to the same component in MP,x \ K. Therefore p and q lie in
the same component in MP,x \ K. The statement follows.
It follows that we can find the set Π algorithmically as follows. Note that the empty
partition {∅} is always an element of Π (it is induced by the unique vertex of the tile T0
of zero level). We start with {∅} and for each letter x ∈ X construct new partition {Fj }j
as above. We repeat this process for each new partition until no new partition is obtained.
Since the set P is finite, the process stops in finite time. Then Π is exactly the set of all
obtained partitions.
We construct the (acceptor) automaton Aic over the alphabet X on the set of states
Π with the the unique initial state {∅} ∈ Π. The transition function is given by the rule:
x
for {Pi }i ∈ Π and x ∈ X we put {Pi }i −−→ {Fj }j , where {Fj }j is defined as above. The
automaton Aic has all the properties we described at the beginning of this subsection: given
a word v ∈ X ∗ , the final state of Aic after accepting v is exactly the partition induced by the
vertex v. Since we are interested in the number pc(Tn \v) of components in Tn \v containing
post-critical vertices, we can label every state of Aic by the number of components in the
corresponding partition. We get the following statement.
Theorem 5. The graph T|v| \ v has k components containing a post-critical vertex if and
only if the final state of the automaton Aic after accepting the word v is labeled by the
number k. In particular, for every k the set C(k) of all words v ∈ X ∗ such that the graph
T|v| \ v has k connected components containing a post-critical vertex is a regular language
recognized by the automaton Aic .
Similarly, we construct a finite deterministic acceptor automaton Ac for computing
the number of all components in tile graphs with a vertex removed. The states of the
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automaton Ac will be pairs of the form ({Pi }i , m), where {Pi }i ∈ Π and m is a nonnegative integer number, which will count the number of connected components without
post-critical vertices. We start with the state ({∅}, 0), which is the unique initial state of
Ac , and consequently construct new states and arrows as follows. Let (P = {Pi }i , m) be a
state already constructed. For each x ∈ X we take the graph MP,x \ K constructed above,
define {Fj }j as above, and put mx to be equal to the number of connected components in
MP,x \ K without post-critical vertices. If ({Fj }j , m + mx ) is already a state of Ac , then we
put an arrow labeled by x from the state ({Pi }i , m) to the state ({Fj }j , m+mx ). Otherwise,
we introduce ({Fj }j , m + mx ) as a new state and put this arrow. We repeat this process
for each new state until no new state is obtained. Since the number of all components in
Tn \ v is not greater than |S|, the number m cannot exceed |S|, and the construction stops
in finite time.
The automaton Ac has the following property: given a word v ∈ X ∗ , the final state of
Ac after accepting the word v is exactly the pair ({Pi }i , m), where {Pi }i is the partition
induced by v and m is the number of components in T|v| \ v without post-critical vertices.
Since we are interested only in the number c(Tn \ v) of all components of Tn \ v, we label
every state ({Pi }i , m) of the automaton Ac by the number k + m, where k is the number
of sets in the partition {Pi }i . We get the following statement.
Proposition 6. The graph T|v| \ v has k components if and only if the final state of the
automaton Ac after accepting the word v is labeled by the number k. In particular, for every
k the set C(k) of all words v ∈ X ∗ such that the graph T|v| \ v has k connected components
is a regular language recognized by the automaton Ac .
We need the following properties of vertex labels in the automata Aic and Ac .
Lemma 3.
1. In every strongly connected component of the automata Aic and Ac all
states are labeled by the same number.
2. All strongly connected components of the automaton Aic without outgoing arrows are
labeled by the same number.
Proof. 1. Suppose that there is a strongly connected component with two states labeled
by different numbers. It would imply that there exists an infinite word such that the
corresponding path in the automaton passes through each of these states infinite number
of times. We get a contradiction with Proposition 4, because the sequences pc(Tn \ wn ) and
c(Tn \ wn ) are eventually monotonic (for the last one the proof is the same).
2. Suppose there are two strongly connected components in the automaton Aic without
outgoing arrows which are labeled by different numbers. Let v and u be finite words such
that starting at the initial state of Aic we end at the first and the second components
respectively. Then for the infinite sequence vuvu . . . the limit in Proposition 3 does not
exist, and we get a contradiction.
Proposition 4 together with Theorem 5 imply the following method to find the number
of infinite components in Tw \ w for w ∈ X ω .
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Proposition 7. Let w = x1 x2 . . . ∈ X ω be a regular or critical sequence. The number
of infinite connected components in Tw \ w is equal to the label of a strongly connected
component of Aic that is visited infinitely often, when the automaton reads the sequence w.

3.4

The number of ends of tile graphs

The characterization of the number of infinite components in the graph Tw \ w together
with Proposition 3 allows us to describe the number of ends of Tw .
Since every critical sequence w is periodic, we can algorithmically find the number of
ends of the graph Tw using Proposition 3 and the automaton Aic . Now we introduce some
notations. Fix k ≥ 1 and let EC=k be the union of cofinality classes of critical sequences
w whose tile graph Tw has k ends. Similarly we define the sets EC>k and EC<k . Let
• Aic (k) be the subgraph of Aic spanned by the strongly connected components labeled
by numbers ≥ k;
• R≥k be the one-sided sofic subshift given by the graph Aic (k), i.e., R≥k is the set of all
sequences that can be read along right-infinite paths in Aic (k) starting at any state;
• E≥k be the set of all sequences which are cofinal to some sequence from R≥k . Since
the set R≥k is shift-invariant, the set E≥k coincides with X ∗ R≥k = {vw|v ∈ X ∗ , w ∈
R≥k }.
Theorem 8. The tile graph Tw has ≥ k ends if and only if w ∈ E≥k \ EC<k . Hence, the
tile graph Tw has k ends if and only if w ∈ E≥k \ (E≥k+1 ∪ EC>k ∪ EC<k ).
Proof. We need to prove that for a regular sequence w the graph Tw has at least k ends if
and only if w ∈ E≥k . First, suppose w ∈ E≥k . Then w is cofinal to a sequence w ′ ∈ R≥k ,
which is also regular. The sequences w and w ′ belong to the same tile graph Tw = Tw′ .
There exists a finite word v such that for the sequence vw ′ the corresponding path in Aic
starting at the initial state eventually lies in the subgraph Aic (k). Then the graph Tvw′ \ vw ′
has ≥ k infinite components by Proposition 4. Using the correspondence between infinite
components of Tw′ \ w ′ and of Tvw′ \ X |v| w ′ shown in the proof of Proposition 3 we get that
the graph Tw′ \ w ′ has ≥ k infinite components, and hence Tw′ = Tw has ≥ k ends.
For the converse, suppose the graph Tw has ≥ k ends and the sequence w is regular.
Then ic(Tσn (w) \ σ n (w)) ≥ k for some n by Propositions 3 and 4. Hence some shift σ n (w)
of the sequence w is in R≥k and thus w ∈ E≥k .
Example with IMG(z 2 +i) in Section 5 shows that we cannot expect to get a description
using subshifts of finite type, and indeed the description using sofic subshifts is the best
possible in these settings.
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3.5

From ends of tile graphs to ends of Schreier graphs

Now we can describe how to derive the number of ends of Schreier graphs from the number
of ends of tile graphs.
Proposition 9.
1. The Schreier graph Γw coincides with the tile graph Tw for every
regular sequence w ∈ X ω .
2. Let w ∈ X ω be a critical sequence, and let O(w) be the set of all critical sequences
v ∈ X ω such that g(w) = v for some g ∈ G. The Schreier graph Γw is constructed
by taking the disjoint union of the orbital tile graphs Tv for v ∈ O(w) and connecting
two critical sequences v1 , v2 ∈ O(w) by an edge whenever s(v1 ) = v2 for some s ∈ S.
Proof. 1. If the point w is regular, then the set of vertices of Γw is the cofinality class
Cof (w), which is the set of vertices of Tw by Proposition 1. Suppose there is an edge
between v and u in the graph Γw . Then s(v) = u for some s ∈ S. Since the sequence w is
regular, all the sequences in Cof (w) are regular, and hence there exists a finite beginning
v ′ of v such that s|v′ = 1. Hence there is an edge between v and u in the tile graph Tw .
2. If the point w is critical, then the set of vertices of Γw is the union of cofinality classes
Cof (v) for v ∈ O(w). Consider an edge s(v1 ) = v2 in Γw . If this is not an edge of Tv for
v ∈ O(w), then the restriction of s on every beginning of v1 is not trivial. Hence v1 , v2 are
critical, and this edge was added under construction.
The following corollary summarizes the relation between the number of ends of the
Schreier graphs Γw with the number of ends of the tile graphs Tw . It justifies the fact that,
for our aims, it was enough to study the number of ends and connected components in the
tile graphs.
Corollary 10.

1. If w is a regular sequence, then #Ends(Γw ) = #Ends(Tw ).

2. If w is critical, then
X

#Ends(Γw ) =

#Ends(Tw′ ),

w ′ ∈O(w)

where the set O(w) is from Proposition 9.
Using the automata Ac and Aic one can construct similar automata for the number of
components in the Schreier graphs Γn with a vertex removed. For every state of Ac or Aic
take the corresponding partition of the post-critical set and combine components according
to the edges E(Γ \ T ) described in the last paragraph in Section 2.3. For example, if {Pi }i
is a state of Aic , then we glue every two components Ps and Pt if {p, q} ∈ E(Γ \ T ) for
some p ∈ Ps and q ∈ Pt . We get a new partition, and we label the state by the number
of components in this partition. Basically, we get the same automata, but vertices may be
labeled in a different way.
A case of special interest is when all Schreier graphs have one end. In our settings of
groups generated by bounded automata, our construction enables us to find a necessary
and sufficient condition when all Schreier graphs Γw have one end.
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Theorem 11. All orbital Schreier graphs Γw for w ∈ X ω have one end if and only if the
following two conditions hold:
1. all arrows along directed cycles in the automaton S are labeled by x|x for some x ∈ X
(depending on an arrow);
2. all strongly connected components of the automaton Aic are labeled by 1 (partitions
consisting of one part).
Proof. Let us show that the first condition is equivalent to the property that for every
w ∈ X ω the Schreier graph Γw and tile graph Tw coincide. If there exists a directed cycle
that does not satisfy condition 1, then there exist two different critical sequences w, w ′ that
are connected in the Schreier graph, i.e., s(w) = w ′ for some s ∈ S. In this case Γw 6= Tw ,
because by Proposition 1 different critical sequences are non-cofinal, and therefore belong
to different tile graphs. And vice versa, the existence of such critical sequences contradicts
condition 1. Therefore condition 1 implies O(w) = {w} for every critical sequence w, and
thus Γw = Tw by Proposition 9.
Theorem 8 implies that condition 2 is equivalent to the statement that every tile graph
Tw has one end. Therefore, if the conditions 1 and 2 hold, then any Schreier graph coincides
with the corresponding tile graph which has one end.
Conversely, Proposition 9 implies that if the Schreier graph Γw for a critical sequence
w does not coincide with the corresponding tile graph Tw , then the number of ends of Γw
is greater than one. (The graph Γw is a disjoint union of more than one infinite tile graphs
Tv , v ∈ O(w) connected by a finite number of edges.) Therefore, if all Schreier graphs Γw
have one end, then they should coincide with tile graphs (condition 1 holds) and tile graphs
have one end (condition 2 holds).
Remark 3. The Hanoi Towers group H (3) [18] is an example of a group generated by a
bounded automaton for which all orbital Schreier graphs Γw have one end. On the other
hand, this group is not indicable (since its abelianization is finite) but can be projected
onto the infinite dihedral group [14]. This implies that it contains a normal subgroup N
such that the Schreier coset graph associated with N has two ends. Clearly, for what said
above, N does not coincide with the stabilizer of w for any w ∈ X ω .

3.6

The number of infinite components of tile graphs almost
surely

The structure of the automaton Aic allows to get results about the measure of infinite
sequences w ∈ X ω for which the tile graphs Tw \ w have a given number of infinite components. We recall that the space X ω is endowed with the uniform measure.
Remark 4. It is useful to notice that we can construct a finite word u ∈ X ∗ such that
starting at any state of the automaton Aic and following the word u we end in some strongly
connected component without outgoing edges. If these strongly connected components
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correspond to the partition of the post-critical set on k parts, then it follows that pc(Tn \
v1 uv2 ) = k for all words v1 , v2 ∈ X ∗ with |v1 uv2 | = n. In other words, pc(Tn \ v) = k for
every v that contains u as a subword.
By Proposition 4 we get the description of sequences which correspond to infinite components using the automaton Aic (but only for regular and critical sequences).
Corollary 12. The number of infinite connected components of the graph Tw \ w is almost
surely the same for all sequences w ∈ X ω . This number coincides with the label of the
strongly connected components of the automaton Aic without outgoing arrows.
Proof. The measure of non-regular sequences is zero. For regular sequences w ∈ X ω we
can use the automaton Aic to find the number ic(Tw \ w). Then the corollary follows from
Lemma 3 item 2 and the standard fact that the measure of all sequences that are read
along paths in a strongly connected component with an outgoing arrow is zero (for example,
this fact follows from the observation that the adjacency matrix of such a component has
spectral radius less than |X|). Another explanation comes from Remark 4 and the fact
that the set of all sequences w ∈ X ω that contain a fixed word as a subword is of full
measure.
The corollary does not hold for the number of all connected components of Tw \ w,
see examples in Section 5. However, given any number k we can use the automaton Ac to
compute the measure of the set C(k) of all sequences w ∈ X ω such that the graph Tw \ w
has k components. As shown in the previous proof only strongly connected components
without outgoing arrows contribute the set of sequences with a non-zero measure. Let Λk
be the collection of all strongly connected components of Ac without outgoing arrows and
labeled by the number k. Let Vk be the set of finite words v ∈ X ∗ with the property that
starting at the initial state and following arrows labeled by v we end at a component from
Λk , and any
v does not satisfy this property. Then the measure of C(k) is equal to
P prefix of
−|v|
the sum v∈Vk |X| . Since the automaton Ac is finite, this measure is always a rational
number and can be computed algorithmically.

3.7

The number of ends almost surely

Corollary 12 together with Proposition 3 imply that the tile graphs Tw (and thus the
Schreier graphs Γw ) have almost surely the same number of ends, and that this number is
equal to the label of the strongly connected components of Aic without outgoing arrows.
As was mentioned in introduction, this fact actually holds for any finitely generated selfsimilar group, which acts transitively on the levels X n for all n ∈ N (see Proposition 6.10
in [1]). In our setting of bounded automata we get a stronger description of the sequences
w for which the tile graph Tw has non-typical number of ends.
Proposition 13. There are only finitely many Schreier graphs Γw and tile graphs Tw with
more than two ends.
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Proof. Let us prove that the graph Tw \ w can have more than two infinite components
only for finitely many sequences w ∈ X ω . Suppose not and choose sequences w (1) , . . . , w (m)
such that ic(Tw(i) \ w (i) ) ≥ 3, where we take m larger than the number of partitions of the
(1)
(m)
post-critical set P. Choose level n large enough so that all words wn , . . . , wn are different
(i)
and pc(Tn \ wn ) ≥ 3 for all i (it is possible by Proposition 4). Notice that since the graph
Tn is connected, the deletion of different vertices w (i) produces different partitions of P.
Indeed, if P = ⊔ki=1 Pi with k ≥ 3 is the partition we got after removing some vertex v,
then some k − 1 sets Pi will be in the same component of the graph Tn \ u for any other
vertex u (these k − 1 sets will be connected through the vertex v). We get a contradiction
with the choice of number m.
It follows that there are only finitely many tile graphs with more than two ends. This
also holds for Schreier graphs by Proposition 9.
Corollary 14. The Schreier graphs Γw and tile graphs Tw can have more than two ends
only for pre-periodic sequences w.
Proof. Since the graph Tw \ w can have more than two infinite components only for finitely
many sequences w, we get that, in the limit in Proposition 3, the sequence σ n (w) attains
a finite number of values. Hence w is pre-periodic.
Example with IMG(z 2 + i) in Section 5 shows that the Schreier graph Γw and the tile
graph Tw may have more than two ends even for regular sequences w.
Corollary 15. The tile graphs Tw and Schreier graphs Γw have the same number of ends
for almost all sequences w ∈ X ω , and this number is equal to one or two.

3.8

Two ends almost surely

In this section we describe bounded automata for which Schreier graphs Γw and tile graphs
Tw have almost surely two ends. Notice that in this case the post-critical set P cannot
consist of one element (actually, every finitely generated self-similar group with |P| = 1 is
finite and cannot act transitively on X n for all n).
Lemma 4. If the Schreier graphs Γw (equivalently, the tile graphs Tw ) have two ends for
almost all w ∈ X ω , then |P| = 2.
Proof. We pass to a power of the alphabet so that every post-critical sequence is of the
form y −ω or y −ω x for some letters x, y ∈ X and different post-critical sequences end with
different letters. In particular, every subset P × {x} for x ∈ X of the model graph M
contains at most one post-critical vertex of M.
We again pass to a power of the alphabet so that for every nontrivial element s ∈ S
there exists a letter x ∈ X such that s(x) 6= x and s|x = 1. Then every post-critical
sequence p ∈ P appears in some edge {(p, ∗), (∗, ∗)} of the model graph. Indeed, if the pair
p|q is read along a left-infinite path in the automaton S \ {1} that ends in a nontrivial
state s, then the pair {(p, x), (q, s(x))} belongs to the edge set E of the graph M.
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Now suppose that tile graphs have almost surely two ends. Then the strongly connected
components without outgoing arrows in the automaton Aic correspond to the partitions
of the post-critical set P on two parts (see Corollary 12). In particular, there is no state
corresponding to the partition of P with one part, because such a partition would form a
strongly connected component without outgoing arrows (see the construction of Aic ). We
will use the fact that all paths in the automaton Aic starting at any partition P = P1 ⊔ P2
end in partitions of P on two parts (we cannot get more parts).
Let us construct an auxiliary graph M as follows: take the model graph M and for each
x ∈ X add edges between all vertices in the subset P × {x}. We will prove that the graph
M is an “interval”, i.e., there are two vertices of degree one and the other vertices have
degree two, and that two end vertices of M are the only post-critical vertices. First, let us
show that there are only two subsets P × {x} for x ∈ X such that the graph M \ P × {x}
is connected. Suppose that there are three such subsets P × {x}, P × {y}, P × {z}.
Fix any partition P = P1 ⊔ P2 that corresponds to some state of the automaton Aic .
Consider the arrow in the automaton Aic starting at P1 ⊔ P2 and labeled by x. This arrow
(x)
(x)
ends in the partition P = P1 ⊔ P2 with two parts. Recall how we construct the partition
(x)
(x)
P1 ⊔ P2 using the graph MP1 ⊔P2 ,x , and notice that MP1 ⊔P2 ,x \ P × {x} coincides with
M \ P × {x}. Using the assumption that the graph M \ P × {x} is connected, we get
(x)
that one of the sets Pi is a subset of P × {x}. Since P × {x} contains at most one
(x)
post-critical vertex, the part Pi consists of precisely one element (post-critical vertex),
(x)
which we denote by a ∈ P, i.e., here Pi = {a}. By the same reason the subsets P × {y}
and P × {z} also contain some post-critical vertices b and c. Notice that the last letters
of the sequences a, b, c are x, y, z respectively. We can suppose that the sequences az and
bz are different from the sequence c (over three post-critical sequences there are always
two with this property). Consider the arrow in the automaton Aic starting at the partition
(x)
(x)
P1 ⊔ P2 = {a} ⊔ P \ {a} and labeled by z. This arrow should end in the partition of P
on two parts. Since az and c are different, the post-critical vertex c of MP1 ⊔P2 ,x belongs to
the subset (P \ {a}) × {z}. Further, since c is the unique post-critical vertex in P × {z},
there should be no edges connecting the subset (P \ {a}) × {z} with its outside in the
graph MP1 ⊔P2 ,x (otherwise all post-critical vertices will be in the same component). Hence
the only edges of the graph M going outside the subset P × {z} should be at the vertex
(a, z). Applying the same arguments to the partition {b} ⊔ P \ {b}, we get that this unique
vertex should be (b, z). Hence a = b and we get a contradiction.
So let P × {x} and P × {y} be the two subsets such that their complements in the
graph M are connected. Let a and b be the post-critical vertices in P × {x} and P × {y}
respectively. By the same arguments as above, the subset P×{x} has a unique vertex which
is adjacent to a vertex from M \ P × {x}, and this vertex is of the form (a, x) or (b, x). The
same holds for the subset P × {y}. Every other component P × {z} contains precisely two
vertices (a, z) and (b, z), which have edges going outside the component P × {z}. However
every post-critical sequence appears in one of such edges (see our assumption in the second
paragraph of the proof). Hence the post-critical set contains precisely two elements and
the structure of the graph M follows.
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Figure 1: Bounded automata with |P| = 2
Corollary 16. If the post-critical set P contains at least three sequences, then the Schreier
graphs Γw and tile graphs Tw have almost surely one end.
The following example shows that almost all Schreier graphs may have two ends for
a contracting group generated by a non-bounded automaton, i.e., by an automaton with
infinite post-critical set.
Example 1. Consider the self-similar group G over X = {0, 1, 2} generated by the transformation a, which is given by the recursion a = (a2 , 1, a−1 )(0, 1, 2) (see Example 7.6 in [4]).
The group G is self-replicating and contracting with nucleus N = {1, a±1 , a±2 }, but the
generating automaton is not bounded and the post-critical set is infinite. Every Schreier
graph Γw with respect to the generating set {a, a−1 } is a line and has two ends.
Theorem 17. Almost all Schreier graphs Γw (equivalently, tile graphs Tw ) have two ends
if and only if the automaton S brought to the basic form (see Section 2.3) is one of the
following.
1. The automaton S consists of the adding machine, its inverse, and the trivial element,
where the adding machine is an element of type I with a transitive action on X (see
Figure 1, where all edges not shown in the figure go to the identity state, and the
letters x and y are different).
2. There exists an order on the alphabet X = {x = x1 , x2 , . . . , xm = y} such that one of
the following cases holds.
(a) The automaton S consists of elements of types II and II′ (see Figure 1); every
pair {x2i , x2i+1 } is an orbit of the action of some element of type II and all nontrivial orbits of such elements on X are of this form; also every pair {x2i−1 , x2i }
is an orbit of the action of some element of type II′ and all nontrivial orbits of
such elements on X are of this form (in particular, |X| is an odd number).
(b) The automaton S consists of elements of types II, III, and III′; every pair
{x2i , x2i+1 } is an orbit of the action of some element of type II or III and
all nontrivial orbits of such elements on X are of this form; also every pair
{x2i−1 , x2i } is an orbit of the action of some element of type III′ and all nontrivial orbits of such elements on X are of this form (in particular, |X| is an
even number).
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Figure 2: Case 2 (a)
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Figure 3: Case 2 (b)

Moreover, in this case, all Schreier graphs Γw are lines except for two Schreier graphs Γxω
and Γyω in Case 2 (a), and one Schreier graph Γxω in Case 2 (b), which are rays.
Proof. Recall the definition of the basic form of a bounded automaton from Section 2.3.
If a bounded automaton is in the basic form, its post-critical set has size two, and every
state has an incoming arrow, then it is not hard to see that the automaton can contain
only the states of six types shown in Figure 1.
We will be using the fact proved in Lemma 4 that the modified model graph M is an
interval. There are two cases that we need to treat a little bit differently depending on
whether both post-critical sequences are periodic or not.
Consider the case when both post-critical sequences are periodic, here P = {x−ω , y −ω }.
In this case the automaton S can contain only the states of types I, I′ , II, and II′ . Suppose
there is a state a of type I. It contributes the edges {(x−ω , z), (y −ω , a(z))} to the graph M
for every z ∈ X. If there exists a nontrivial orbit of the action of a on X, which does not
contain x, then it contributes a cycle to the graph M. If there exists a fixed point a(z) = z,
then under construction of the automaton Aic starting at the partition P = {x−ω } ⊔ {y −ω }
and following the arrow labeled by z we get a partition with one part. Hence the element
a should act transitively on X (it is the adding machine). Every other element of type I
should have the same action on X, and hence coincide with a, otherwise we would got
a vertex in the graph M of degree ≥ 3. Every element b of type I′ contributes the edges
{(x−ω , b(z)), (y −ω , z)} to the graph M. It follows that the action of b on X is the inverse of
the action of a (otherwise we would got a vertex of M of degree ≥ 3), and hence b is the
inverse of a. If the automaton S additionally contains a state of type II or II′ , then there
is an edge {(x−ω , z1 ), (x−ω , z2 )} or {(y −ω , z1 ), (y −ω , z2 )} in the graph M for some different
letters z1 , z2 ∈ X. We get a vertex of degree ≥ 3, contradiction. Hence, in this case, the
automaton S consists of the adding machine, its inverse, and the identity state.
Suppose S does not contain states of types I and I′ . Since the post-critical set is equal
to P = {x−ω , y −ω } the automaton S contains states a and b of types II and II′ respectively.
These elements contribute edges {(x−ω , z), (x−ω , a(z))} and {(y −ω , z), (y −ω , b(z))} to the
graph M . Since the graph M should be an interval, these edges should consequently connect
all components P × z for z ∈ X (see Figure 2). It follows that there exists an order on the
alphabet such that item (a) holds.
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Figure 4: The generating automaton of the Grigorchuk group

Consider the case P = {x−ω , x−ω y}. In this case the automaton S can consist only of states of types II, III and III′ . Each state of type II or III contributes
edges {(x−ω , z), (x−ω , a(z))} to the graph M. Each state of type III′ contributes edges
{(x−ω y, z), (x−ω y, b(z))}. These edges should consequently connect all components P × z
for z ∈ X (see Figure 3). It follows that there exists an order on the alphabet such that
item (b) holds.
For the converse, one can directly check the following facts. In item 1, every Schreier
graph Γw (G, S) is a line. In Case 2 (a), the Schreier graphs Γxω and Γyω are rays, while all
the other Schreier graphs are lines. In Case 2 (b), the Schreier graph Γxω is a ray, while all
the other Schreier graphs are lines.
Example 2. Dihedral group
Example 3. The Grigorchuk group is a nontrivial example satisfying the conditions of
the theorem. It is generated by the automaton S shown in Figure 4. After passing to the
alphabet {0, 1}3 ↔ X = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7}, the automaton S consists of the trivial state
and the elements a, b, c, d, which are given by the following recursions:
a
b
c
d

=
=
=
=

(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)(0, 4)(1, 5)(2, 6)(3, 7)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, b)(0, 2)(1, 3)(4, 5)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, a, c)(0, 2)(1, 3)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, a, d)(4, 5)

We see that this automaton satisfies Case 2 (b) of the theorem when we choose the order
6, 2, 0, 4, 5, 1, 3, 7 on X. The Schreier graph Γ7ω is a ray, while the other orbital Schreier
graphs are lines.
In what follows below, we give an algebraic characterization of the automaton groups
acting on the binary tree, whose orbital Schreier graphs have two ends. It turns out that
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such groups are those whose nuclei are given by the automata defined by Šunić in [28]. In
order to show this correspondence we sketch the construction of the groups Gω,ρ as in [28].
Let A and B be the abelian groups Z/2Z and (Z/2Z)k respectively. We think of A
as the field of 2 elements and of B as the k-dimensional vector space over this field. Let
ρ : B → B be an automorphism of B and ω : B → A a surjective homomorphism. We
define the action of elements of A and B on the binary tree {0, 1}∗ as follows: the nontrivial
element a ∈ A only changes the first letter of input words, i.e., a = (1, 1)(0, 1); the action
of b ∈ B is given by the recursive rule b = (ω(b), ρ(b)). The automorphism group generated
by the action of A and B is denoted by Gω,ρ . Notice that the group Gω,ρ is generated by a
bounded automaton over the binary alphabet X = {0, 1}, which we denote by Aω,ρ . If the
action of B is faithful, the group Gω,ρ can be given by an invertible polynomial over the
field with two elements, which corresponds to the action of ρ on B. Examples include the
infinite dihedral group D∞ given by polynomial x + 1 and the Gigorchuk group given by
polynomial x2 + x + 1.
The following result puts in relation the groups Gω,ρ and the groups whose Schreier
graphs have almost surely two ends.
Theorem 18. Let G be a group generated by a bounded automaton over the binary alphabet
X = {0, 1}. Almost all Schreier graphs Γw (G) have two ends if and only if the nucleus of
G either consists of the adding machine, its inverse and the identity element, or is equal
to one of the automata Aω,ρ up to switching the letters 0 ↔ 1 of the alphabet.
Proof. Suppose that the Schreier graphs Γw (G) have two ends for almost all sequences
w ∈ X ω and let N be the nucleus of the group G. By Lemma 4 the post-critical set P of
the group contains exactly two elements. If both post-critical elements are periodic, then
the nucleus N consists of the adding machine, its inverse and the identity element (see the
proof of Theorem 17).
Let us consider the case P = {x−ω , x−ω y}. We can assume that x = 1 and y = 0 so that
P = {1−ω , 1−ω 0}. It follows that every arrow along a cycle in N is labeled by 1|1 except
for a loop at the trivial state labeled by 0|0. The nucleus N contains only one nontrivial
finitary element, namely a = (1, 1)(0, 1), since otherwise there would be a post-critical
sequence with preperiod of length two.
Put A = {1, a} and B = N \ {a}. The set B consists exactly of those elements from G
that belong to cycles. For every b ∈ B we have b(1) = 1 and b|1 ∈ B, b|0 ∈ A. It follows
that all nontrivial elements of B have order two. Let us show that B is a subgroup of G.
For any b1 , b2 ∈ B there exists k such that bi |1k = bi for i = 1, 2. Hence b1 b2 |1k = b1 b2 .
Therefore b1 b2 belongs to the nucleus N and thus b1 b2 ∈ B. It follows that B is a group,
which is isomorphic to (Z/2Z)m for certain m. The map ρ : b 7→ b|1 is a homomorphism
from B to B and is bijective, because elements of B form cycles in the nucleus. The map
ω : b → b|0 is a surjective homomorphism from B to A. We have proved that the nucleus
N is exactly the automaton Aω,ρ .
On the other hand, let us consider one of the groups Gω,ρ . Each element b ∈ B has
a cyclic ρ-orbit. In the language of automata this means that b belongs to a cycle in the
automaton Aω,ρ . We have b|1 ∈ B and b|0 ∈ A for every b ∈ B. It follows that if b(u) = v
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and u 6= v then u and v are of the form u = 1l 00w, v = 1l 01w or u = 1l 01w, v = 1l 00w,
l ∈ N ∪ {0}. Therefore the Schreier graphs Γn (G) are intervals and the orbital Schreier
graphs Γw (G) have two ends for almost all sequences w ∈ X ω .

4

Cut-points of tiles and limit spaces

In this section we first recall the construction of the limit space and tiles of a self-similar
group (see [25, 26] for more details). Then we show how to describe the cut-points of limit
spaces and tiles of self-similar groups generated by bounded automata.

4.1

Limit spaces and tiles of self-similar groups

Let G be a contracting self-similar group with nucleus N .
Definition 5. The limit space J of the group G is the quotient of the space X −ω by the
equivalence relation, where two sequences . . . x2 x1 and . . . y2 y1 are equivalent if there exists
a left-infinite path in the nucleus N labeled by the pair . . . x2 x1 | . . . y2 y1 .
The limit space J is compact, metrizable, finite-dimensional space. If the group G is
finitely generated and self-replicating, then the space J is path-connected and locally pathconnected (see [25, Corollary 3.5.3]). The shift map on the space X −ω induces a continuous
surjective map s : J → J. The limit space J comes together with a natural Borel measure
µ defined as the push-forward of the uniform Bernoulli measure on X −ω . The dynamical
system (J, s, µ) is conjugate to the one-sided Bernoulli |X|-shift (see [9]).
Definition 6. The limit G-space X of the group G is the quotient of the space X −ω × G
equipped with the product topology of discrete sets by the equivalence relation, where two
sequences . . . x2 x1 · g and . . . y2 y1 · h of X −ω × G are equivalent if there exists a left-infinite
path in the nucleus N that ends in the state hg −1 and is labeled by the pair . . . x2 x1 | . . . y2 y1 .
The space X is metrizable and locally compact. The group G acts properly and cocompactly on the space X by multiplication from the right. The quotient of X by the action of
G is the space J.
Definition 7. The image of X −ω × {1} in the space X is called the tile T of the group G.
The image of X −ω v × {1} for v ∈ X n is called the tile Tv of n-th level.
Alternatively, the tile T can be described as the quotient of X −ω by the equivalence
relation, where two sequences . . . x2 x1 and . . . y2 y1 are equivalent if and only if there exists a path in the nucleus N that ends in the trivial state and is labeled by the pair
. . . x2 x1 | . . . y2 y1 . The push-forward of the uniform measure on X −ω defines a measure on
T. The tile T covers the limit G-space X under the action of G.
The tile T decomposes in the union ∪v∈X n Tv of the tiles of n-th level for every n.
All tiles Tv are compact and homeomorphic to T. Two tiles Tv and Tu of the same level
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v, u ∈ X n have nonempty intersection if and only if there exists h ∈ N such that h(v) = u
and h|v = 1 (see [25, Proposition 3.3.5]). This is precisely how we connect vertices in the
tile graph Tn (G, N ) with respect to the nucleus. Hence the graphs Tn (G, N ) can be used
to approximate the tile T, which justifies the term “tile” graph. The tile T is connected if
and only if all the tile graphs Tn = Tn (G, N ) are connected (see [25, Proposition 3.3.10]);
in this case also T is path-connected and locally path-connected.
Definition 8. A contracting self-similar group G satisfies the open set condition if for any
element g of the nucleus N there exists a word v ∈ X ∗ such that g|v = 1, i.e., in the nucleus
N there is a path from any state to the trivial state.
If a group satisfies the open set condition, then the tile T is the closure of its interior,
and any two different tiles of the same level have disjoint interiors; otherwise for large
enough n there exists a tile Tv for v ∈ X n which is covered by other tiles of n-th level (see
[25, Proposition 3.3.7]).
Recall that the post-critical set P of the group is defined as the set of all sequences that
can be read along left-infinite paths in N \ {1}. Therefore, under the open set condition,
the boundary ∂T of the tile T consists precisely of points represented by the post-critical
sequences. Under the open set condition, the limit space J can be obtained from the tile
T by gluing some of its boundary points. Namely, we need to glue two points represented
by (post-critical) sequences . . . x2 x1 and . . . y2 y1 for every path in N \ {1} labeled by
. . . x2 x1 | . . . y2 y1 .
Every self-similar group generated by a bounded automaton is contracting as shown in
[5], and we can consider the associated limit spaces and tiles. Note that every bounded automaton satisfies the open set condition. The limit spaces of groups generated by bounded
automata are related to important classes of fractals: post-critically finite and finitelyramified self-similar sets (see [6, Chapter IV]). Namely, for a contracting self-similar group
G with nucleus N the following statements are equivalent: every two tiles of the same
level have finite intersection (the limit space J is finitely-ramified); the post-critical set P
is finite (the limit space J is post-critically finite); the nucleus N is a bounded automaton
(or the generating automaton of the group is bounded). Under the open set condition, the
above statements are also equivalent to the finiteness of the tile boundary ∂T.
Iterated monodromy groups. Let f ∈ C(z) be a complex rational function of degree
d ≥ 2 with finite post-critical set Pf . Then f defines a d-fold partial self-covering f :
f −1 (M) → M of the space M = Ĉ \ Pf . Take a base point t ∈ M and let Tt be the
tree of preimages f −n (t), n ≥ 0, where every vertex z ∈ f −n (t) is connected by an edge to
f (z) ∈ f −n+1 (t). The fundamental group π1 (M, t) acts by automorphisms on Tt through
the monodromy action on every level f −n (t). The quotient of π1 (M, t) by the kernel of
its action on Tt is called the iterated monodromy group IMG(f ) of the map f . The group
IMG(f ) is contracting self-similar group and the limit space J of the group IMG(f ) is
homeomorphic to the Julia set J(f ) of the function f (see [25, Section 6.4] for more details).
Moreover, the limit dynamical system (JIM G(f ) , s, m) is conjugated to the dynamical system
(J(f ), f, µf ), where µf is the unique f -invariant probability measure of maximal entropy
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on the Julia set J(f ) (see [9]).

4.2

Cut-points of tiles and limit spaces

In this section we show how the number of connected components in the orbital Schreier
and tile graphs with a vertex removed is related to the number of connected components
in the limit space and tile with a point removed.
Let G be a self-similar group generated by a bounded automaton. We assume that the
tile T is connected. Then the nucleus N of the group is a bounded automaton, every state
of N has an incoming arrow, and all the tile graphs Tn = Tn (G, N ) are connected. Hence
we are in the settings of Section 3, and we can apply its results to the tile graphs Tn .
Since the limit space J is obtained from the tile T by gluing finitely many of its specific
boundary points (the post-critical set P is finite), it is sufficient to consider cut-points only
for the tile T, in analogy to what we made before between the Schreier and tile graphs.
We consider the natural parametrization X −ω → T of the tile and exhibit a constructive
method which, given a sequence representing a point t, determines the number of connected
components in the tile T with t removed. The method is similar to the one developed in
Section 3 to find the number of components in the tile graphs Tw with a vertex removed.
The tile T decomposes into the union ∪x∈X Tx , where each tile Tx is homeomorphic to
T under the shift map s. It follows that, if we take a copy (T, x) of the tile T for each
x ∈ X and glue every two points (t1 , x) and (t2 , y) with the property that t1 and t2 are
represented correspondingly by post-critical sequences p1 and p2 and there exists a path
in the nucleus N ending at the trivial state and labeled by p1 x|p2 y, then we get a space
homeomorphic to the tile T. This is an analog of the construction of tile graphs Tn given
in Theorem 2. The edges of the model graph M now indicate which points of the copies
(T, x) should be glued.
4.2.1

Boundary, critical and regular points

We consider the tile T as its own topological space (with the induced topology from the
space X), and every tile Tv for v ∈ X ∗ as a subset of T with induced topology. Hence the
boundary of T is empty, but the points represented by post-critical sequences we still call
the boundary points of the tile.
Every point in the intersection of different tiles Tv ∩ Tu of the same level |v| = |u| we
call critical. A point t ∈ T is critical if and only if it can be represented by at least two
sequences from X −ω . These points are precisely the boundary points of the tiles Tv for
v ∈ X ∗ , and they are represented by sequences of the form pv for p ∈ P and v ∈ X ∗ .
In particular, the number of critical points is countable, and hence they are of measure
zero. However, not every post-critical sequence represents a critical point. Moreover, all
periodic post-critical sequences represent non-critical points, because a directed path in
the automaton ending at the trivial state cannot be labeled by two different periodic
sequences. All non-critical points of T we call regular. Note that if a regular point t is
represented by a sequence . . . x2 x1 , then t is an interior point of Txn ...x2 x1 for all n. Since
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each tile Txn ...x2 x1 is homeomorphic to T, the cut-points of T also provide information about
its local cut-points.
4.2.2

Components in the tile with a point removed

In what follows, let T \ t denote the space obtained from the tile T by removing a point
t ∈ T and c(T \ t) be the number of connected components in T \ t. We will show how,
given a point t by its representation . . . x2 x1 in X −ω , one can compute the number c(T \ t).
Regular points. First we treat regular points. Let t be a regular point represented by a
sequence . . . x2 x1 ∈ X −ω . Then t belongs to the interior int(Txn ...x2 x1 ) for each n ≥ 1 and
T ⊃ Tx1 ⊃ Tx2 x1 ⊃ . . . and ∩n≥1 Txn ...x2 x1 = {t}.
The interior int(Tv ) of the tile Tv is the complement of the subset of finitely many points
that also belong to other tiles of the same level. Therefore T \ int(Tv ) is the union of all
tiles Tu for u ∈ X |v| , u 6= v.
Proposition 19. Let t ∈ T be a regular point represented by a sequence . . . x2 x1 ∈ X −ω .
For each n ∈ N let cn be the number of parts in the partition of the boundary of the tile
Txn ...x2 x1 by the connected components of T \ t. Then c(T \ t) = limn→∞ cn . In particular,
the number of components in T \ t is finite and not greater than |P|.
Proof. Let C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck be some connected components of T \ t. We can choose large
enough n so that Ci 6⊂ Txn ...x2 x1 for each i. Since the tile T is connected, each Ci contains
a boundary point of Txn ...x2 x1 and hence k ≤ cn . It follows that c(T \ t) is finite and not
greater than |P|. Now we can assume that C1 , C2 , . . . , Ck are all components of T \ t, i.e.,
k = c(T \ t). Since each boundary point of Txn ...x2 x1 is contained in some component, we
have cn ≤ c(T \ t) and hence cn = c(T \ t).
We show how to compute the number cn in two steps:
(a) find how the boundary of Txn ...x2 x1 decomposes by the connected components of
T \ int(Txn ...x2 x1 );
(b) find how the boundary of Txn ...x2 x1 decomposes by the connected components of
Txn ...x2 x1 \ t.
Then cn is equal to the number of parts in the partition obtained by combining (joining)
the partitions from (a) and (b).
In order to handle the first step we construct a finite deterministic acceptor automaton
Bic which, given a finite word xn . . . x2 x1 over X, reads the word from right to left, and
terminates at the state labeled by the corresponding partition. The construction is similar
to the construction of the automaton Aic described in Section 3.3. Actually, we will include
more information to state labels in order to use it later for the second step.
The states of Bic will be tuples of the form (P, F, ϕ : P → F ), where P and F are
partitions of the post-critical set P, and ϕ is an injective map between partitions. The
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construction starts from the initial state which is given by the tuple (P, P, id), where two
post-critical sequences belong to the same part of P if they represent the same point of
T. Then we consequently construct new states and arrows as follows. Take a letter x ∈ X
and let P = {Pi }i , F = {Fj }j and ϕ be given. Let M be the model graph with vertex set
P × X and edge set E associated to the nucleus N in Section 2.3.3. Recall that elements
of P are identified with the post-critical vertices of M. We construct the auxiliary graph
MP,x as follows: take the graph M, add an edge between (p, y) and (q, y) for all p, q ∈ P
and y ∈ X, y 6= x, and for each part Fj add an edge between post-critical vertices p and
q of M for all p, q ∈ Fj . Then we consider the connected components of the graph MF,x
that contain either a point from some Fj or at least one point outside the set P × {x}. Let
Qk be the set of all q ∈ P such that (q, x) belongs to the k-th component. Let P′k be the
union of all Pi such that ϕ(Pi ) considered as post-critical vertices of MF,x belong to the
k-th component (if there is any such Pi ). We set P ′ = {P′k }k , Q = {Qk }k , ψ(P′k ) = Qk and
introduce new state and arrow in the automaton Bic :
x

(P, F, ϕ) −−→ (P ′ , Q, ψ).

(1)

We proceed until no new state is obtained and each state has an outgoing arrow for each
x ∈ X.
The described construction has the following connection to connected components. Take
any word v ∈ X ∗ and let us consider the connected components of T \int(Tv ). We take only
connected components containing at least one boundary point of T and let Pi be the set
of all post-critical sequences representing boundary points from the i-th component; here
P = {Pi }i is a partition of P. Then we consider all connected components of T \ int(Tv )
and let Fj be the set of all post-critical sequences p such that the point represented by
pv belongs to the j-th component; here F = {Fj }j is a partition of P. We define the map
ϕ : P → F by the rule ϕ(Pi ) = Fi so that points represented by Pi and Fi belong to the
same connected component. In this way we get the tuple (P, F, ϕ) associated to the word
v. Now it is direct to see that the tuple associated to the word xv is exactly the tuple
(P ′ , Q, ψ) given by (1). It follows that the automaton Bic has the following properties:
Proposition 20. Let v ∈ X ∗ and (P, F, ϕ) be the final state of Bic after processing v from
right to left. Then (P, F, ϕ) is exactly the tuple associated to the word v. In particular, for
every integer k the set of all words v ∈ X ∗ with the property that T \int(Tv ) has k connected
components is a regular language recognized by the automaton Bic .
The automaton Bic provides an answer to the step (a): given a word v, if (P, F, ϕ) is the
final state of Bic after processing v, then the elements of the partition F represent points
from different connected components of T \ int(Txn ...x2 x1 ).
Now we show how to handle the step (b). Since Txn ...x2 x1 is homeomorphic to T under
the shift map s, the partition of the boundary of Txn ...x2 x1 induced by Txn ...x2 x1 \ t coincides
with the partition of the boundary of T induced by T \sn (t). Note that if . . . x2 x1 represents
the point t, then . . . xn+2 xn+1 represents the point sn (t). Let bc(T \ t) be the number of
components in T \ t that contain a boundary point of T. In order to compute bc(T \ t) we
can use the following result which is an analog of Propositions 4.
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Proposition 21. Let t ∈ T be a regular point represented by a sequence . . . x2 x1 ∈ X −ω .
Then
bc(T \ t) = lim bc(T \ int(Txn ...x2 x1 )) = lim pc(Tn \ xn . . . x2 x1 ).
n→∞

n→∞

Proof. Since the point t is regular, we can choose n large enough so that the tile Txn ...x2 x1
does not contain the boundary points of T contained in T \ t, and every tile Tv for v ∈ X n
contains at most one boundary point of T. Since t belongs to the interior of the tile Txn ...x2 x1 ,
if two boundary points of T lie in the same connected component of T \ int(Txn ...x2 x1 ), they
lie in the same connected component of T \t. Therefore the value of the first limit is not less
than bc(T \ t). Conversely, if two boundary points of T lie in the same component of T \ t,
then for sufficiently large n these two points lie in the same components of T \int(Txn ...x2 x1 ).
Since the number of boundary points is finite, the first equality follows.
For the second equality recall that two tiles Tv and Tu for v, u ∈ X n have nonempty
intersection if and only if the vertices v and u are connected by an edge in the graph Tn .
It follows that if two vertices v and u belong to the same component in Tn \ xn . . . x2 x1 ,
then the tiles Tv and Tu belong to the same component in T \ t. Therefore the value of
the second limit is not less than bc(T \ t). Conversely, since the point t is regular, one can
choose n large enough so that for any pair of boundary points of T that belong to the
same connected component in T \ t, these points also belong to the same component in
T \ Txn ...x2 x1 ; therefore the corresponding post-critical vertices are in the same component
of Tn \ xn . . . x2 x1 . The second equality follows.
Propositions 4 and 21 establish the connection between the number of components in
a punctured tile and the number of infinite components in a punctured tile graph. To
describe the limit in Proposition 4 we constructed the automaton Aic , which returns the
number pc(Tn \ xn . . . x2 x1 ) by reading the word xn . . . x2 x1 from left to right, so that we
can apply it to right-infinite sequences. Similarly one can construct a finite automaton,
which returns pc(Tn \ xn . . . x2 x1 ) by reading the word xn . . . x2 x1 from right to left (the
reversion of a regular language is a regular language) so that we can apply it to leftinfinite sequences. Actually, the automaton Bic already contains all necessary information
and we don’t need to construct an additional automaton. If (P, F, ϕ) is the final state
of Bic after processing the word xn . . . x2 x1 from right to left, then the elements of the
partition P represent boundary points of T belonging to different connected components
of T \ int(Txn ...x2 x1 ); therefore bc(T \ int(Txn ...x2 x1 )) is equal to the number of elements in
P . Now one can describe the limit in Proposition 21 in the same way as Proposition 7
describes the limit in Proposition 4.
Critical points. Let t ∈ T be a critical point. Then t can be represented by a sequence
pv for a periodic post-critical sequence p ∈ P and some v ∈ X ∗ . We can process the word v
by the automaton Bic and get the partition F1 of the boundary of Tv induced by T \int(Tv ).
Recall that periodic post-critical sequences represent regular points of the tile. Therefore
we can use the previous case and compute the number c(Tv \ t) and the partition F2 of the
boundary of Tv in Tv \t. By combining (joining) the partitions F1 and F2 we can deduce the
number c(T \ t). It follows that one can construct a finite automaton, which given a finite
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word v and a periodic post-critical sequence p ∈ P returns the number c(T \ t). Actually,
for each fixed p one can relabel the states of the automaton Bic such that, given a word
v ∈ X ∗ , the final state of Bic after processing v is labeled by the number c(T \ t).
4.2.3

The number of components in punctured limit space and tile almost
surely

We can use the results from Sections 3.7 and 3.8 to get information about cut-points of
the limit space and tile up to measure zero.
Theorem 22.
1. The number of connected components in T \ t is the same for almost
all points t, and is equal to one or two. Moreover, c(T \ t) = 2 almost surely if and
only if the Schreier graphs Γw (equivalently, the tile graphs Tw ) have two ends for
almost all w ∈ X ω , and in this case the tile T is homeomorphic to an interval.
2. The number of connected components in J \ t is the same for almost all points t, and
is equal to one or two. Moreover, c(J \ t) = 2 almost surely if and only if the nucleus
N of the group satisfies Case 2 of Theorem 17.
Proof. By Corollary 15 we have to consider only two cases.
If the tile graphs Tw have one end for almost all w ∈ X ω , then by Remark 4 there exists
a word v ∈ X ∗ such that pc(Tn \ u1 vu2) = 1 for all u1 , u2 ∈ X ∗ with n = |u1vu2 |. The set
of all sequences of the form u1 vu2 for u1 ∈ X −ω and u2 ∈ X ∗ is of full measure. Then by
Proposition 21 we get that all boundary points of the tile T belong to the same component
in T \ t for almost all points t. Since every tile Tv is homeomorphic to T, we get that the
boundary of every tile Tv belongs to the same component in Tv \ t for almost all points t.
It follows that c(T \ t) = 1 almost surely. Since the limit space J can be constructed from
T by gluing finitely many of its points, we get c(J \ t) = 1 almost surely.
If the tile graphs Tw have two ends almost surely, then we are in the settings of Theorem 17. It is direct to check that in both cases of this theorem the tile T is homeomorphic
to an interval (because the tile graphs Tn are intervals), and hence c(T \ t) = 2 for almost
all points t. In Case 1 the limit space is homeomorphic to a circle and therefore c(J \ t) = 1
almost surely. In Case 2 the limit space is homeomorphic to an interval and therefore
c(J \ t) = 2 almost surely.
Corollary 23.
1. The tile T of a contracting self-similar group with open set condition is homeomorphic to an interval if and only if the nucleus of the group satisfies
Theorem 17.
2. The limit space J of a contracting self-similar group with connected tiles and open set
condition is homeomorphic to a circle if and only if the nucleus of the group satisfies
Case 1 of Theorem 17, i.e., it consists of the adding machine, its inverse, and the
identity state.
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3. The limit space J of a contracting self-similar group with connected tiles and open
set condition is homeomorphic to an interval if and only if the nucleus of the group
satisfies Case 2 of Theorem 17.
Proof. Let G be a contracting self-similar groups with open set condition, and let the tile
T of the group G be homeomorphic to an interval. Then the group G has connected tiles
and all tiles Tv are homeomorphic to an interval. The boundary of tiles is finite, hence
the group G is generated by a bounded automaton (here we use the open set condition),
and we are under the settings of this section. Since c(T \ t) = 2 almost surely, the Schreier
graphs Γw with respect to the nucleus N have almost surely two ends, and hence N satisfies
Theorem 17.
It is left to prove the statements about limit spaces. A small connected neighborhood
of any point of a circle or of an interval is homeomorphic to an interval. Hence, if the limit
space J is a circle or an interval, the tile T is homeomorphic to an interval. Therefore we are
in the settings of Theorem 17. As was mentioned above, in Case 1 of Theorem 17 the limit
space J is homeomorphic to a circle, and in Case 2 it is homeomorphic to an interval.
The last corollary together with Theorem 18 agree with the following result of Nekrashevych and Šunić:
Theorem 24 ([27, Theorem 5.5]). The limit dynamical system (J, s) of a contracting selfsimilar group G is topologically conjugate to the tent map if and only if G is equivalent as
a self-similar group to one of the automata Aω,ρ .

5
5.1

Examples
Basilica group

The Basilica group G is generated by the automaton shown in Figure 5. This group is the
iterated monodromy group of z 2 − 1. It is torsion-free, has exponential growth, and is the
first example of amenable but not subexponentially amenable group (see [20]). The orbital
Schreier graphs Γw of this group have polynomial growth of degree 2 (see [6, Chapter VI]).
The structure of Schreier graphs Γw was investigated in [11]. In particular, it was shown
that there are uncountably many pairwise non-isomorphic graphs Γw and the number of
ends was described. Let us show how to get the result about ends using the developed
method.
The alphabet is X = {0, 1} and the post-critical set P consists of three elements
a = 0−ω , b = (01)−ω , c = (10)−ω . The model graph is shown in Figure 5. The automata Ac
and Aic are shown in Figure 6. We get that each tile graph Tw has one or two ends, and
we denote by E1 and E2 the corresponding sets of sequences w. For the critical sequences
w = 0ω the tile graph Tw has two ends, while for the other critical sequences (01)ω and
(10)ω the tile graph Tw has one end. Using the automaton Aic the sets E1 and E2 can be
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Figure 5: Basilica automaton and its model graph

described by Theorem 8 as follows:
E2 = X ∗ (0X)ω \ (Cof ((01)ω ∪ (10)ω )) ,
E1 = X ω \ E2 .
Almost every tile graph Tw has one end, the set E2 is uncountable but of measure zero.
Every graph Tw \ w has one, two, or three connected components, and we denote by
C1 , C2 , and C3 the corresponding sets of sequences. Using the automaton Ac these sets can
be described precisely as follows:
[

C3 =
010(10)k 0(0X)ω ∪ 000k 1(0X)ω ,
k≥0

C2 =

[

(10)k 0(0X)ω

[

(00X ω ∪ 01X ω ) \ C3 ,

k≥1
ω

C1 = X \ (C2 ∪ C3 ) .
The set C3 is uncountable but of measure zero, while the sets C1 and C2 are of measure 1/2.
Each graph Tw \ w has one or two infinite components. The corresponding sets IC1 and
IC2 can be described using the automaton Aic as follows:
[

IC2 =
(10)k 0(0X)ω ∪ 0(10)k 0(0X)ω ∪ 00k 1(0X)ω \ (Cof ((01)ω ∪ (10)ω )) ,
k≥1
ω

IC1 = X \ IC2 .
The set IC2 is uncountable but of measure zero.
The finite Schreier graph Γn differs from the finite tile graph Tn by two edges {an , bn }
and {an , cn }. Assuming these edges one can relabel the states of the automaton Ac so that
it returns the number of components in Γn \ v. In this way we get that c(Γn \ v) = 1 if the
word v starts with 10 or 11; in the other cases c(Γn \ v) = 2. In particular, the Schreier
graph Γn has 2n−1 cut-vertices.
The orbital Schreier graph Γw coincides with the the tile graph Tw except when w is
critical. The critical sequences 0ω , (01)ω , and (10)ω lie in the same orbit and the corresponding Schreier graph consists of three tile graphs T0ω , T(01)ω , T(10)ω with two new edges
(0ω , (01)ω ) and (0ω , (10)ω ). It follows that this graph has four ends.
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Figure 6: The automata Aic and Ac for Basilica group
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Figure 7: The Schreier graph Γ5 of the Basilica group and its limit space
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Figure 8: Gupta-Fabrykowski automaton and its model graph

The limit space J of the group G is homeomorphic to the Julia set of z 2 − 1 shown
in Figure 7. The tile T can be obtained from the limit space by cutting the limit space
in the way shown in the figure, or, vise versa, the limit space can be obtained from the
tile by gluing points represented by post-critical sequences 0−ω , (01)−ω , (10)−ω . Every
point t ∈ T divides the tile T into one, two, or three connected components. Put C =
{0−ω 1, (01)−ω 1, (10)−ω 0}. Then the sets C1 , C2 , and C3 of sequences from X −ω , which
represent the corresponding cut-points, can be described as follows:
[
C3 =
C(0X)n ∪ C(0X)n 0,
n≥0

C2 =

[

(C(X0)n ∪ C(X0)n X)

n≥0
−ω

C1 = X

[




(0X)−ω ∪ (X0)−ω \ C3 ∪ (10)−ω , (01)−ω ,

\ (C2 ∪ C3 ) .

The set C3 of three-section points is countable, the set C2 of bisection points is uncountable
and of measure zero, and the tile T \ t is connected for almost all points t.
Every point t ∈ J divides the limit space J into one or two connected components. The
corresponding sets C′1 and C′2 can be described as follows:
[
[
C′2 =
(C(X0)n ∪ C(0X)n ∪ C(0X)n 0 ∪ C(X0)n X)
n≥0

[

 
(0X)−ω ∪ (X0)−ω \ (10)−ω , (01)−ω ,

C′1 = X −ω \ C′2 .
The set C′2 of bisection points is uncountable and of measure zero, and the limit space J \ t
is connected for almost all points t.
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5.2

Gupta-Fabrykowski group

The Gupta-Fabrykowski group G is generated by the automaton shown in Figure 8. It
was constructed in [15] as an example of a group√of intermediate growth. Also this group
is the iterated monodromy group of z 3 (− 32 + i 23 ) + 1 (see [25, Example 6.12.4]). The
Schreier graphs Γw of this group were studied in [2], where their spectrum and growth
3
).
were computed (they have polynomial growth of degree log
log 2
The alphabet is X = {0, 1, 2} and the post-critical set P consists of two elements
a = 2−ω and b = 2−ω 0. The model graph is shown in Figure 8. The automata Ac and Aic
are shown in Figure 9. Every Schreier graph Γw coincides with the tile graph Tw . We get
that every tile graph Tw has one or two ends, and we denote by E1 and E2 the corresponding
sets of sequences. For the only critical sequence 2ω the tile graph Tw has one end. Using
the automaton Aic the sets E1 and E2 can be described by Theorem 8 as follows:
E2 = X ∗ {0, 2}ω \ Cof (2ω ),

E1 = X ω \ E2 .

Almost every tile graph has one end, the set E2 is uncountable but of measure zero.
Every graph Tw \ w has one or two connected components, and we denote by C1 and C2
the corresponding sets of sequences. Using the automaton Ac these sets can be described
precisely as follows:
[

C2 =
2k 01X ω ∪ 2k 0{0, 2}ω ,
C1 = X ω \ C2 .
k≥0

The sets C1 and C2 have measure 65 and 16 respectively.
Every graph Tw \ w has one or two infinite components. The corresponding sets IC1
and IC2 can be described using the automaton Aic as follows:
[
IC2 =
2k 0{0, 2}ω \ Cof (2ω ),
IC1 = X ω \ IC2 .
k≥0

The set IC2 is uncountable but of measure zero.
The limit space √J and the tile T of the group G are homeomorphic to the Julia set of
the map z 3 (− 23 + i 23 ) + 1 shown in Figure 10. Every point t ∈ J divides the limit space
into one, two, or three connected components. The sets C1 , C2 , and C3 of sequences from
X −ω , which represent the corresponding points, can be described as follows:
C3 = 2−ω 0X ∗ \ {2−ω 0},

C2 = {0, 2}−ω \ C3 ∪ {2−ω , 2−ω 0} ,
C1 = X −ω \ (C2 ∪ C3 ) .
The set C3 of three-section points is countable, the set C2 of bisection points is uncountable
and of measure zero, and the limit space J \ t is connected for almost all points t.
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Figure 9: The automata Aic and Ac for Gupta-Fabrykowski group
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Figure 10: The Schreier graph Γ3 of the Gupta-Fabrykowski group and its limit space

5.3

Iterated monodromy group of z 2 + i

The iterated monodromy group of z 2 +i is generated by the automaton shown in Figure 11.
This group is one more example of a group of intermediate growth (see [10]). The algebraic
properties of IMG(z 2 + i) were studied in [17]. The Schreier graphs Γw of this group have
log 2
polynomial growth of degree log
, where λ is the real root of x3 −x−2 (see [6, Chapter VI]).
λ
The alphabet is X = {0, 1} and the post-critical set P consists of three elements
a = (10)−ω 0, b = (10)−ω , and c = (01)−ω . The model graph is shown in Figure 11. The
automata Ac and Aic are shown in Figure 12. Every Schreier graph Γw coincides with the
tile graph Tw and it is a tree. We get that every tile graph Tw has one, two, or three ends,
and we denote by E1 , E2 , and E3 the corresponding sets of sequences. Using the automaton
Aic the sets E1 , E2 , E3 can be described by Theorem 8 as follows. For the both critical
sequences (10)ω and (01)ω the tile graph Tw has one end. Denote by R the right one-sided
sofic subshift given by the subgraph emphasized in Figure 12. Then
E3 = Cof (0ω ), E2 = X ∗ R \ Cof (0ω ∪ (10)ω ∪ (01)ω ), E1 = X ω \ E2 .
(We cannot describe these sets in the way we did with the previous examples, because
the subshift R is not of finite type). Almost every tile graph has one end, the set E2 is
uncountable but of measure zero, and there is one graph, namely T0ω , with three ends.
This example shows that Corollary 14 may hold for regular sequences (here 0ω is regular).
Every graph Tw \ w has one, two, or three connected components, and we denote by
C1 , C2 , and C3 the corresponding sets of sequences. Using the automaton Ac these sets can
be described precisely as follows:
[
[
[
[
C3 =
0(10)k 0XR
0k 1R {0ω }, C2 = X ω \ (C3 ∪ C1 ) , C1 =
1(01)k 1X ω .
k≥0

k≥2

k≥0
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Figure 11: IMG(z 2 + i) automaton and its model graph
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Figure 12: The automaton Aic for IMG(z 2 + i)
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Figure 13: The automaton Ac for IMG(z 2 + i)
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Figure 14: The Schreier graph Γ5 of the IMG(z 2 + i) and its limit space

The set C3 is of measure zero, and the sets C1 and C2 have measure 31 and 32 respectively.
Every graph Tw \ w has one, two, or three infinite components. The corresponding sets
IC1 and IC2 can be described using the automaton Aic as follows:
[

IC2 =
0k 01R ∪ (10)k 0XR ∪ 0(10)k 0XR ,
k≥1
ω

IC3 = {0 },

IC1 = X ω \ (IC2 ∪ IC3 ) .

The set IC2 is uncountable but of measure zero.
The limit space J and the tile T of the group IMG(z 2 + i) are homeomorphic to the
Julia set of the map z 2 + i shown in Figure 14. Every point t ∈ J divides the limit space
into one, two, or three connected components. The sets C1 , C2 , and C3 of sequences from
X −ω , which represent the corresponding points, can be described as follows:
C3 = Cof (0−ω ),

C2 = LX ∗ \ C3 ,

C1 = X −ω \ (C2 ∪ C3 ) ,

where L is the left one-sided sofic subshift given by the subgraph emphasized in Figure 12.
The set C3 of three-section points is countable, the set C2 of bisection points is uncountable
and of measure zero, and the limit space J \ t is connected for almost all points t.
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